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The Fulfillment of Economic Policy and Technical Criteria of Transition to the Euro
The importance of the technical criteria of preparation for the the euro in central and
east European countries is time consuming , and offered the opportunity to cath up the
eurozone economies. According to the Treaty on EU it is compulsory for every new
Member State to introduce the euro upon fulfillment of its criteria.The crisis of the euro
area periphery will probably lead to the reinforcement of accession requirements, and
the EC and ECB will monitor more carefully the fulfillment of nominal criteria.

Romania is a full member of the European Union (EU) since 1 January 2007.
According to the Treaty on EU it is compulsory for every new Member State to
introduce the euro upon fulfillment of its criteria. Just like the other countries which
joined after 2004, Romania has committed itself to join the Economic and Monetary
Union (EMU), and accepted to fulfill the EU ERM II (exchange-rate mechanism)
criteria.
The nominal convergence criteria are included in the 1992 Maastricht Treaty (Treaty
on European Union), in the 1996 Stability and Growth Pact, and in different
explanatory documents of the European Commission, European Central Bank, etc.

I. Fulfillment of nominal and real convergence criteria
Challenges of the euro area
Just like in the case of other central and east European countries, the accession to
the EU has offered Romania the opportunity to catch up with the economy of western
European countries.
Since the accession, the international financial turbulences developed after 2007
have caused a crisis which activated the state budget of western economies (IMF
2010).
In 2011 most of the periphery Member States are wrestling with sustainability
issues: Greece, Ireland and Portugal cannot finance their sovereign-debt from the
market anymore, and Spain is also facing serious competitiveness problems.
A part of the problems arose from the global over-supply of liquidity and reckless
risk-taking proclivity observed before the financial crisis (Mohanty, Deepak, 2011).
Investors did not really take into account the sustainability of economic policies.
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However, the institutional weaknesses of the euro area have played an important
role in the emerging situation: the declining balance real interest rate is an inherent
problem of the economy of new periphery Member States. There have been no
institutional mechanisms to restrain the over-indebtedness of the private sector, and
the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) has not proved to be efficient in keeping
sovereign-debt under control (IMF Independent Evaluation Office, 2011).
European and international context
The 2008/2009 economic crisis revealed a division within the euro area, which
occurred between the northern and central countries as well as between the
Mediterranean and Celtic countries. While the inflation rate was low in both groups
due to the existence of the euro, the countries of the southern group paid for their
lower competitiveness either with higher unemployment rate, or with higher (current
account or public) deficits. The growth of the competitiveness and productivity of the
southern countries is both an economic and cultural change issue.
The common currency has to be the reflection of a common culture, both of them
having consequences for the acceding countries (ECB, 2011).
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Nord and Central Europe
0,2
7,5
5,0
-3,3
1,0
3,4
5,4
-5,3
0,0
7,9
0,5
-6,0
0,4
4,8
2,1
-4,3
1,6
8,2
1,3
-2,3
0,0
5,4
5,6
-0,7
1,6
12,0
-3,2
-6,8
0,8
5,9
-1,0
-5,7
Mediterian and Celtics Europe
0,1
9,5
-2,2
-7,5
0,8
7,8
-3,2
-5,3
-0,2
18,0
-5,4
-11,2
1,3
9,5
-11,2
-13,6
-0,9
9,6
-10,1
-9,4
0,2
5,3
-8,1
-6,1
-1,7
11,8
-2,9
-14,3
1,8
6,9
-2,9
-3,8

CPI

Unemployment rate

Source: Oxford Economics, 2009
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The latest European initiatives for the sake of integrated economic governance
(European semester, Euro+) as well as the Mechanism of European Financial
Stability since 2013 are all aimed at institutional tightening. There has been a need
to establish a “European IMF” for a long time. The financial decisions of the Member
States will be made at political level in the future too, but these decisions are going to
be based on technical analysis and documentation. The euro area is the unity of the
will and capacity of the Member States. In case of weakening of this unity, the
citizens of the Member States should be informed about the cost volume of the
consequences.
Consequences for the candidate countries
The crisis of the euro area periphery will probably lead to the reinforcement of
accession requirements, and the EC and ECB will monitor more carefully the
fulfillment of nominal criteria.
However, the case of Slovakia and Estonia indicate that with due economic and
political determination they can become members of the euro area.
The financial crisis forces the economy of acceding countries to change their growth
model. The growth model based on the involvement of external resources is not
sustainable.
Fiscal policy has a key role in the transformation of the growth model, being the main
factor behind the external indebtedness in the past.
The crisis set off a painful adjustment process which involved a more prolonged
recession than the international context would justify.
The budget deficit of Romania leaving behind the legacy of socialist planned economy
is basically a structural deficit, which cannot be compared to the deficit of certain
more developed countries generated by their “loose” fiscal policy. In Romania they
have to make up for the neglect of education, infrastructure and public health in the
last decade, and the underdevelopment of the banking sector. This is the cause of the
arising budget deficit. In the beginning the EU-accession itself also acts as a deficitgrowing factor on new acceding countries, because the compulsory expenditures are
immediate, whereas the continuous and high-level absorption of EU support can only
be hoped for after several years (Neményi- Várhegyi , 2003).
In a “catching-up economy” it is unavoidable for the so called structural or
equilibrium inflation rate to be higher than that of the leading-edge countries,
resulting in the appreciation of the equilibrium real exchange rate. This is what the
Balassa–Samuelson effect expresses. Therefore the more extended disinflation period
is a necessity for the new acceding countries, during which inflation rate can be
lowered to a level of about 2–4 percent. The distorted pricing structure and
traditionally poor quality is the legacy of socialist past. On the part of the index of
consumer prices there arises an inflationary pressure induced by the rapidly
improving quality of goods and services which cannot be completely filtered out by
traditional price index calculations.
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In Romania after the initial decline, one can notice the increase in exports now, but
the domestic demand has decreased due to the forced adjustment of domestic sectors.
As far as the budget is concerned, there was a fiscal tightening in spite of the deep
recession. Due to the fact that the state was not able to finance itself from the market
a credit framework agreement has been concluded between the IMF, the EU and the
WB, and there was an income adjustment on the public sector.
In the banking sector prior to the crisis, credit has been based too much on external
resources. With the infiltration of liquidity tensions of the global financial market
and with the increased risk of failed states, the renewal of due debts ran into
difficulties, the credit-deposit ratio had to decrease, and the credit of nongovernmental sector dropped back. The banking sector credit is not able to support
economic growth because of low profitability (lack of long-term sources of porfolio
financing, uncertain economic policy and prospects).
Many people had credits beyond their performance, and the appreciation of the euro
compared to the national currency increased the problem even more. Retail savings
had to increase, and retail consumption remained persistently on a low level.
Thus, the debt rating of central and eastern European countries also reflects this
worsening macroeconomic situation. Except for Poland, the opinion about the
economic foundations of both Romania and Hungary has worsened.

Fitch: The long-term debt rating
Romania

Poland

Hungary

2004

BBB-

BBB+

A-

2007

BBB

A-

BBB+

2009

BB+

A-

BBB

2011

BBB-

A-

BBB-

Source: www.fitchratings.com, www.mnb.hu
Nominal convergence, Maastricht criteria, and Romania
Current Romanian indices
According to the 2011 Convergence Report of the European Commission
(Convergence Report, 2011) Romania does not fulfill the criteria necessary for its
accession to the EU countries which have adopted the euro as their own currency.
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Maastricht Criteria
(Nominal Convergence Indicators)
Nominal Convergence
Indicators
Inflation rate(%, annual
average)

Long-term interest
rates(% per annum)

Exchange rate (vs.euro)
(maximum % change
vs.2year average)**
General government
deficit*** (% of GDP)
Government debt***(%
of GDP)

Maastricht
Criteria
< 1,5pp above the
three best
performing
Member States
2,8%- aug. 2011-*
< 2pp above the
three best
performing
member States in
terms of price
stability -6,8%/
jun. 2011*
+/- 15 percent
febr. 2011
below 3 percentdec. 2011
below 60 percentdec. 2010

Romania

Hungary

Poland

4,25

3,6

4,2

7,1

7,3

5,9

+5,3/-2,0

+16,1/-0,2

+20,5/-0,8

6,4

4,2

7,9

30,8

80,2

55,0

*) reference level
**)2010/2011 march-february
***) according to ESA95 methology
Source: ECB, Eurostat,NBR, NIS, European Commission
1. Assessment of inflation in Romania
The role of the monetary policy must be also in Romania to anchor the inflation
expectations at euro area level. Romania has a historic opportunity to approach the
inflation level of the euro area, while the level of the euro area is above the 2% target
level (an average of 2.5% in July 2011), and the ECB is compelled to implement an
adaptable monetary policy. If the monetary policy of the National Bank of Romania
(NBR) is helped by a prudent fiscal and income policy, at the end of 2011 the inflation
will probably be in the 3% +/- 1% target track, and in the 2013-2014 time horizon it
will probably be below 3%.
In Romania a large part of inflation is of structural origin, thus its elimination needs
a longer time. The 3.8% inflation level of Slovakia and the 5.3% level of Estonia in
July 2011 is not an accident, since they are of structural origin, too, they are situated
above the euro area average, and they express the adjustment of the lower GDP
measured in purchasing power parity.
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Since in Romania the component of food has a significantly high weight in the
consumer basket (36%), the reform of the food supply chain from production to
consumption would be important, increasing competitiveness, which would lead to
lower prices.
At the same time, it should be achieved to make the prices fixed by the State more
flexible, this way making the branches of economics in question more viable. The
18% railway transport price increase for instance has only marginally influenced the
increase of inflation (0.02%), because it is only 0.1% of the consumer basket. It should
be devoted greater care to the inflation caused by incomes. For example in the 20042008 period the average income has increased with 209.2% in nominal terms (110.4%
in real terms) in the public sector. In comparison with the productivity increase of the
services sector (16.2%), it becomes apparent that the exaggerated increase of wages
in the given period only raised inflation and external deficit.

GDP/main purchasing power parity
EU average = 100
1998

2000

2003

2007

2010

EU 27

100

100

100

100

100

Czech Republic

70

68

73

80

80

Hungary

55

55

63

62

64

Poland

48

48

49

54

62

Romania

27

26

31

42

45

Bulgaria

27

28

34

40

43

Slovakia

52

50

55

68

74

Source: Eurostat

2. Long-term rate of interest
The level of this criterion is an integral part of the inflation level. As a consequence of
inflation decrease, around 2013-2014 there is a real chance for the interest level of
Romanian government securities issued on the internal market to reach a compatible
level with the Maastricht criterion. The current tensions of the external financial
markets are concretizing in the growth of the interest rate margin of the issued
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bonds. In such conditions it will be necessary to redirect the government securities
issue markets towards internal markets, taking into account the restrictions on the
volume of credit needs in addition to the strict monitoring of the budget deficit.
3. Public finance deficit
It has become the most followed criterion. The recently approved Fiscal and
Budgetary Strategy will lower it from the consolidated 4.4% deficit level (according to

ESA) to a 3% deficit-to-GDP ratio in 2012, decreasing to 2.5% in 2013 and to 2.2% in
2014. In the beginning of November the prognosticated deficit for 2012 is 1.9-2%.
There have to be taken into account, on the one hand, the declining prospects of next
year’s economic growth (at around 2.5%, which according to ESA generates a 4.2%
deficit-to-GDP ratio), and, according to calculations, on the other hand, there has to
be taken into account the poor performance of public-sector undertakings, if not
solved in 2011.
The nervosity of financial markets can result in the increase of interest expenses on
the international financial markets. Increasing public finance incomes to 1% of GDP
– taking into account the possibilities (e.g. increasing taxes on capital, which today is
0.4%).
4. Public debt
At present Romania fulfills this criterion, but regarding the future monitoring must
be continued, taking into account the interest expenses of the contracted loans.
According to the strategy of the government this cannot exceed 40% of the GDP.
5. Exchange rate stability
Given the fact that Romania has not entered the ERM-2, this is calculated based on
the method of the ECB, taking into account the positive and negative divergence of
exchange rate in the last 24 months as compared to the reference value of the last 24
months. In spite of the fact that this method is sensitive to the selection of the base
month, in the last 2 years the RON/EUR exchange rate was moving in the +3.7%
(depreciation) -3.4% range (appreciation), which indicates an equilibrium of the
macroeconomic basis.
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Deviations from the “equilibrium” exchange rate
% of maximum appreciation (+) /
% of max. depreciation (-)
July 2004-June 2006 (ref. rate June 2004)

19.8/-1.3

July 2005-June 2007 (ref. rate June 2005)

15.3/-2.1

July 2006-June 2008 (ref. rate June 2006)

14.0/-5.9

July 2007-June 2009 (ref. rate June 2007)

3.7/-25.2

July 2008-June 2010 (ref. rate June 2008)

5.3/-16.3

July 2009-June 2011 (ref. rate June 2009)

3.7/-3.5

The possible anchoring role of the euro in the Romanian catching up
European decision-makers have recognized that the euro has no alternative if Europe
competing in global economy wants to have a favorable position (ECB, 2011).
Romania: target date unchanged since 2007. What are the perspectives?
If we want to take advantage of the benefits of economic integration, the national
economic policy has to become more and more synchronized with the European one,
which means harmonization of economic cycles.
The advantages stemming from the euro-area membership depend on three
connected things:
• economic integration: the better the economic integration, the more economic
advantage is generated by the disappearance of exchange rate risk;
• economic symmetry: in lack of independent exchange rate asymmetric shocks
are more difficult to handle;
• flexibility: the lack of independent exchange rate can be substituted by a
flexible commodity and labour market.
There is a replaceability between these considerations: a more flexible economy can
create an optimum currency area with a region even if integration and symmetry is
smaller, etc.
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The question is how much should one hurry?
•
•
•
•

According to the experiences in the European periphery, the advantages of euro
are greater at a lower level of development, but risks are more important, too.
In the EU accession process the real interest rate has decreased significantly in
the periphery countries, which caused quick convergence, real appreciation,
and a growing external indebtedness.
The financial crisis brought a radical break in this process, though in case of
Portugal the recession had started a long time before the crisis.
Aiming to correct external imbalances, the depreciation of real exchange rate is
necessary, which with no independent exchange rate can be a lasting and
painful process.

It may be worthwhile trying a dedicated euro strategy
Economic policy measures are necessary even without the euro, because a conscious
economic policy can moderate the risk of “stop and go”.
The euro strategy can increase the genuineness of devotion to a sustainable economic
policy. The new EU mechanism also decreases the risk of stop and go. In the case of
Romania it is necessary to announce a concrete euro strategy, taking devotion into
account.
The necessary economic policy measures irrespective of the transition to the euro
1. Creation of fiscal space setting a low level public debt – the most important step of
reducing external vulnerability.
2. Anchoring inflationary expectations on euro area level – helps to reduce the risks
of foreign currency lending.
3. Strengthening macro-prudential oversight – helps exaggerated credit reduction
which appeared before the crisis in non-Member States, too.
4. Making the labour market more flexible – would make possible the increase of
employment rate, involving low social costs.
The execution of all these economic policies is necessary irrespective of the euro area
accession. A well-defined euro strategy can strengthen our competitiveness in our
globalized world, and can contribute to the success of European convergence.
The starting-point of Romania in the transition to the euro
•
•
•

The baseline situation: high fiscal deficit, moderate external deficit, further
increased credit spreads, structural gaps – resource, generation and economic
policy models
Further dependency on foreign markets: commerce, capital flows.
Further vulnerability: restricted space.
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The Roadmap of transition to the euro has to take into account that:
The transition to the euro is not the first but the final step of the convergence
process. The transition to the euro has to be based on political consensus. It requires
joint efforts by the cultural, social, political, academic sector, the trade unions and
the business world, all of them focusing on the coagulation of society. The unilateral
adoption of the euro is not possible, and it is not a viable solution. It does not
substitute the necessary reform processes.

II. The technical criteria of preparation for the euro in central and
eastern European countries
Decision 2169/2005/EK of the Council contains the method of euro adoption. The

issue is to solve practical, technical, regulation, circulation, informatics, and
consumer protection problems. The preparation process is complex, time consuming,
and application is an administrative task. It affects the public sector, households and
undertakings as well. It has to happen primarily under the auspices of political
governance, which must be followed by institutional governance.
1. Political governance – Primary goal: political consensus regarding the
transition to the euro, regardless of electoral periods and political coalitions.

It is important to take responsibility for community obligations:
on national level: President’s Office, Government, Parliament, political
parties, non-governmental organizations

-

on international level:

• convergence programmes and reports, other relevant documents
• continuous dialogue with the EC and the ECB during the preparation period
2. Institutional governance: it means to establish decision-making institutes
and coordinating institutes characterized by dynamism and efficiency. The
Euro Changeover Committee and the target date have to be established
within this framework.
3. The preparatory process of the transition to the euro (table).
4. Elaboration of strategic documents.
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The preparatory process of the transition to the euro pursuant to EU documents
Coordination of national-level economic
policies

Technical coordination and
organization

Elaboration of the strategic documents of
euro changeover

Achievement evaluation of the aims
of each period

Documents regarding statistical coordination

Elaboration of institutional
and technical details

Establishing the legal framework of
transition to the euro

Evaluation and coordinated
modification of legal regulations
and documents

Elaboration of communication and strategic
documents of euro changeover

Elaboration of institutional
and technical details

The strategy of accession to ERM II

Elaboration of a roadmap work
schedule about the ERM-II accession
scenarios

The most important document: Elaboration
of a Plan for Euro Changeover

Structural coordination – choosing
the optimal scenario concerning the
technical details of the changeover

Assessment strategy of the fulfillment grade
of convergence criteria

Assessment of the achievement of
annual goals taking into account all
the legal and economic criteria

A comparative analysis – Romania, Hungary, Poland, Estonia
Estonia – taking technical steps
• 2005: “The changeover plan”
• 2007: Target date: 2011
• 2009: “The Euro Adoption Act” – all of the laws which need amendment, more
than 200
• Providing commercial banks with new banknotes and coins (3-4 months prior
to the “€ day”) and important clients (1 month prior to the “€ day”)
• Keeping the Estonian national currency in parallel circulation with the euro 14
days after the “€ day”
• Parallel display of prices 6 weeks prior to and 6 weeks after the “€ day”
• 2009: Finalization of communication strategy
• 2011: Transition to the Euro
Romania
• 2015: Target date in the Convergence Programmes
• 2009: Setting up the “Euro Changeover Committee” in the National Bank of
Romania
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•
•

2011: Representatives of the Ministry of Finance attend the meetings of the
“Euro Changeover Committee”, too
2011: Setting up the “Inter-ministerial Committee of the Euro Changeover”

Poland
• 2009: Setting up the “Euro Changeover Committee” with the joint governance
of the Prime Minister and the governor of the national central bank
• 2011: “The Plan for Euro Changeover”
Hungary
• 2006: Setting up the “Euro Changeover Committee”. The Ministry of Finance
and the National Bank of Hungary elaborate the “Plan for Euro Changeover”
• 2006: postponement of the 2010 target date
• 2007: Setting up the subcommittees of the “Euro Changeover Committee”, a
tevékenység megszervezése
• 2008: Elaboration of the operational regulations of the “Euro Changeover
Committee”, distribution of responsibilities (4 meetings/year)
• 2009: Finalization of the “Euro Changeover Strategy”, contracting 4
partnership agreements regarding the carrying out of pilot projects with the
French and the Slovakian National Bank.

A comparison of the situation of Romania (2010) and Hungary (2010)
Romania

Hungary

Target date

X

no

Creating national coordination structures

X-2011

X

The plan of euro changeover

No

X

elaboration

No

X

harmonizing with the important economic
players

No

X

continuous review of the plan

No

X

Legislation about the parallel display of prices

No

X

Elaboration of special informational programmes for
special target groups

No

X

The obligation of official exchange rate – legislation

No

X

Communication preventing the stockpiling of new
banknotes

No

X

Preventing arbitrary increase of prices

No

X

-

-

-
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Conclusions
The transition to the euro gives a new impulse to economic growth, once the
changeover cost and risks disappear, interest rates decrease (making financing of
undertakings less expensive), and commerce grows and becomes simpler.
The positive effect on tourism of the common European currency is not negligible
either. Among the disadvantages we can mention the fact that the possibilities of
economic growth are in a certain extent restrained by the lowering of inflation.
Interests and the independent national monetary policy (that determines exchange
rates and is governed by the European Central Bank) must be given up. However, on
the whole the yearly additional growth of the economy due to the introduction of the
euro can be more than 0.5-1% of the national income. After the introduction of the
common currency there will be fewer channels of accommodation. Thus, if a Member
State deviates from countries with stable economic foundation for a longer time, then
adjustment will be prolonged and painful (National Bank of Hungary, 2010).
Accession was not easy for the countries of the euro area, so it will not be easy for
Romania either. However, it is important to approach the euro step by step, and not
by wheeling and dealing (see Portugal, 2002, Greece, 2004). The latest experiences
indicate that the introduction of the euro is not a miracle cure in itself, and we can
only take the most of its benefits if it is supported by a disciplined economic policy.
Sustainability and economic stability is in the focus of Romanian EU accession
strategy.
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